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Abstract—To recover simultaneous multiple failures in erasure
coded storage systems, Patrick Leeet al introduce concurrent
repair based minimal storage regenerating codes to reduce repair
traffic. The architecture of this approach is simpler and more
practical than that of the cooperative mechanism in non-fully
distributed environment, hence this paper unifies such class of
regenerating codes as concurrent regenerating codes and further
studies its characteristics by analyzing cut-based information flow
graph in the multiple-node recovery model. We present a general
storage-bandwidth tradeoff and give closed-form expressions for
the points on the curve, including concurrent repair mechanism
based on minimal bandwidth regenerating codes. We show that
the general concurrent regenerating codes can be constructed by
reforming the existing single-node regenerating codes or multiple-
node cooperative regenerating codes. Moreover, a connection to
strong-MDS is also analyzed.

On the other respect, the application of RGC is hardly limited
to ”repairing”. It is of great significance for ”scaling”, a s cenario
where we need to increase(decrease) nodes to upgrade(degrade)
redundancy and reliability. Thus, by clarifying the similarities
and differences, we integrate them into a unified model to adjust
to the dynamic storage network.

Index Terms—distributed storage system, regenerating codes,
cooperative, concurrent, cut-set flow graph, multiple failures

I. I NTRODUCTION

With the scale of distributed storage system (DSS) growing,
component (e.g., disk, server or rack) failures due to various
reasons become normal events, driving redundant strategy
to provide fault-tolerance reliability. Replication is a simple
way used in most systems, such as GFS [1], HDFS [2] and
S3 [3], where triple copies are dispersed across different
nodes. In general,m + 1 copies are needed to tolerantm
failures, which is a high cost of storage. Due to the lower
storage cost but higher reliability than simple replication,
erasure codes become popular in new generation DSS, such
as Cleversafe [4], GFS2 [5] and HDFS-RAID [6]. However,
it is a disadvantage of erasure codes to repair failure nodesin
a precious bandwidth environment. For instance, we divide an
original file, with a size ofB, into k pieces, encode them into
n pieces and distribute the coded pieces ton storage nodes,
each of which storesB

k
data. Although the(n,k) maximum

distance separable (MDS) property guarantees that anyk out
of n nodes can reconstruct the original file, we must download
the whole file to recover mere one piece in a replacement node
(newcomer) to maintain the system in the same state when
there is one node failed.

To reduce the repair traffic, network coding [7] is applied
to erasure codes in the premise of keeping MDS property.
Reconsider the above example, theB

k
data in each piece are

further divided intod − k + 1 strips, a linear combination
of these strips is downloaded fromd active nodes (helpers)
to recover the lost piece. To some extent, the total repair
bandwidth can be reduced to Bd

k(d−k+1) for d > k. Using
network coding, Dimakiset al [8] [9] cast the storage problem
as a network multicast problem and clarified the tradeoff
between storage and bandwidth. They proposed regenerating
codes (RGC) based on the points of the tradeoff curve. The
famous codes are the minimal storage regenerating (MSR)
codes and minimal bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes that
based on the two extreme points on the curve. Subsequently,
varieties of construction of the codes are proposed [10] [11]
[12] [13]. A survey launched by Dimakis [14] summarizes
the rapid development of RGC. Nevertheless, the researches
mainly center on single failure.

In some situation, there might be multiple failures, sayt > 1
failures. To repair multiple failures, the repair traffic isstill
rather heavy in the way of conventional process. Thus, it is
quite natural to turn to RGC for help. The simplest method
is to repair them one by one by using RGC, which can be
independently optimal in each recovery. Yet the cumulative
traffic is not minimal. Wanget al. [15] improved this method
by allowing a newcomer to connect to both of the helpers
and repaired nodes to complete the whole recovery. It is
a multi-loss flexible recovery (MFR) mechanism focusing
on minimal storage point. Nevertheless, it is suboptimal in
contrast with cooperative RGC [16] [17], which can minimize
this traffic by further mutually exchanging information among
t repaired nodes after each node downloads data from original
helpers. Both the original traffic from helpers to newcomers
and the coordinate traffic among repaired nodes are taken
into consideration. Kermarrecet al. [18] went beyond these
work and proposed adaptive regenerating codes. Shum and Hu
[19] exhaustively presented the storage-bandwidth tradeoff, on
the curve of which are the two extreme points that respec-
tively correspond to minimal-storage cooperative regenerating
(MSCR) codes and minimal bandwidth cooperative regener-
ating (MBCR) codes. Explicit constructions of MBCR are
proposed in [20] and that of MSCR with different parameters
in [21] [22].

However, the disadvantages of cooperative RGC mainly are:
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1 In each regeneration period, every newcomer needs to
communicate withd helpers in the first phase and
t − 1 other newcomers in the second phase. We treat
the information channel between two nodes as link.
Logically, the system need to maintain totally about
td+ t(t− 1)/2 links.

2 The data sent out to other newcomers at the second
phase cannot be generated until the newcomer receives
all the data fromd helpers. Meanwhile, the final re-
covered data cannot be generated until the newcomer
receives all the data from othert− 1 newcomers. These
processes need high synchronization and consistency.

3 For this mechanism is highly coupled, one minor error
in a phase would lead to the failure of the whole repair.

The application of cooperative RGC requires a fully decen-
tralized network. The way of ”teamwork” for repair highly
depends on the cooperation of other members, then the codes
have limitations (e.g., robustness, consistency and management
problems) in some environments, such as the centralized-
management datacenters. Therefore, we need a more ap-
propriate method for repairing multiple failures in non-fully
distributed network.

In fact, Li et al. [23] [24] developed a distributed storage
system, the CORE, based on MSR codes. It introduces a
concurrent repair framework for both single and multiple
failures. The repair process in CORE is that the engine collects
data fromd helpers, regenerates all the lost data and then
disperse them into newcomers. Similar to conventional erasure
coded system, CORE only considers the traffic that help
to recover the whole lost data and ignore the retransmitted
traffic of recovered data to distributed nodes. The framework
reserves the advantages of erasure codes so that it can be easily
accepted and deployed in the mainstream systems, such as
HDFS-RAID [25].

Nevertheless, the authors only focus on the minimal storage
point and prefer the system design to theoretical analysis.
In this paper, we further study this mechanism, analyze its
cut-based information flow graph and give the closed-form
expressions for the points on the storage-bandwidth tradeoff
curve. Moreover, CORE usedvirtual nodes to prove the
possibility of multiple repair and showed the bad failure
pattern that can not be repaired. We disproves the existence
of bad failure pattern. Meanwhile, we build a connection to
strong-MDS properties proposed in [16] whent = k.

On the other respect, DSS provides both huge storage
volume for magnanimity information and parallel services for
billions of intensive accesses [26]. Apart from ensuring no
information lost, the system needs to adjust the redundancy
of data according to the change of workload. For example,
when new software is released, software company might
distribute as many copies as possible to cope with the outburst
downloading, regardless of using cache or disk. When the
hot degree of the information goes down, it merely keep few
ones for the normal downloading. Thus, flexibility is of the
same importance as reliability for content delivery network
(CDN) and information centric network (ICN) [27]. Based

on the same perspective that replication means more resource
and energy consuming, we study the role of erasure codes
(EC) in scalability. For instance, we upgrade(n, k) codes
into (n+ 3, k) codes to store more data pieces. Thus, similar
problems crop up because of large upgrade bandwidth if the
original file is invalid. Since the flexibility of multicast in turn
implies the scalability of storage, we extract potential value
of RGC and initially represent its fetching characteristics in
scalability. The second result in this paper is that we extend the
functional RGC for upgrade and clarify the difference between
repair and upgrade.

The remainders of this paper are organized as follows:
in section II we present preliminary background and related
work about failure repair in erasure codes DSS. In section III
we analyze cut-based information flow graph in a concurrent
model and give closed-form expressions for the points on the
tradeoff curve. We also present how to construct concurrent
regenerating codes by using existing approaches and prove the
pervasive strong-MDS property. The second contribution of
this paper is presented in section IV. We give our conclusion
in section V. We summer the notation in table I.

TABLE I: Summary of key notations

Notation Meaning
B The size of the source file.
n The total number of storage nodes.
k The minimal number of nodes for reconstruction.
d The total number of helpers.
h The d-length capacity vector for upgrade.
k∗ The flexiblek for strong-MDS property.
c
∗ The k∗-length capacity vector for reconstruction.

t The number of nodes repair concurrently.
s The number of extended nodes for upgrading

(n, k) to (n+ s, k) MDS codes.
α Storage per node.
β Repair/upgrade bandwidth from each helper.
γ The total repair/upgrade bandwidth.
λ The number of links built in a repair/upgrade

scenario.

II. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Regenerating Code for Single Failure

By casting the storage problem as a multicast communica-
tion problem, Dimakiset al. [8] [9] analyzed the cut-based
information flow grow graph for single failure.

Lemma 1. (Mincuts of Information Flow Graphs in Single
Repair Model [9]): Consider the information flow graph
G(n, k, d, α, β) formed byn initial nodes connecting to a
virtual source (VS) and obtainingα units data. The additional
nodes join the graph by connecting tod existing nodes,
obtainingβ units from each and storingα units data per node.
A data collector (DC) can connect to arbitraryk-node subset
of G to reconstruct the original file, which must satisfy:

mincut(V S,DC) ≥

min(d,k)−1∑

i=0

min{(d− i)β, α} (1)



TABLE II: Cut-set bound of information flow graph in erasure coded system

type closed-form expression reference

single repair
∑min(d,k)−1

i=0 min{(d− i)β, α} [9]

cooperative multiple repair minu∈P (
∑g−1

i=0 uimin(α, (d−
∑i−1

j=0 uj)β1 + (t− ui)β2) [17] [19]

concurrent multiple repair minu∈P (
∑g−1

i=0 min(uiα, (d−
∑i−1

j=0 uj)β) this paper

We call thecapability of graphG∗

C(G∗) ,

min(d,k)−1∑

i=0

min{(d− i)β, α}.

To guarantee that the collector can reconstruct the origin file,
the necessary condition isC(G∗) ≥ B, which drives the
tradeoff between storageα and repair bandwidthγ = dβ.
Thus, the codes that can achieve every point on this optimal
tradeoff curve are called regenerating codes (RGC). Specially,
the two extreme points of this bound are greatly practical in
real systems, namely, minimum storage regenerating (MSR)
codes:

(αMSR, γMSR) = (
B

k
,

Bd

k(d− k + 1)
) (2)

and minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes:

(αMBR, γMBR) = (
2Bd

k(2d− k + 1)
,

2Bd

k(2d− k + 1)
). (3)

In repair situation, the range ofd is subject to

k ≤ d ≤ n− 1 (4)

when d = n − 1, repair bandwidth of both MSR and MBR
gets minimal.

According to whether the repaired information is exactly
the pre-lost data, there are mainly three repair models based
on the two codes:exact repair, functional repair and exact
repair of systematic parts[14]. Functional repair mainly uses
random linear network coding technology under proper finite
filed [12]. In addition to matrix product (PM) [10] construction
for both exact MSR (n ≥ 2k − 1) and exact MSR , there are
mainly interference alignment (IA) [11] construction for MSR
(n ≥ 2k−1) and repair-by-transfer [28] mechanism for MBR.

Note that the interior points on the tradeoff are impossible
for exact repair [28] and hardly significant for functional repair
because of involving more variable parameters, only MSR and
MBR are taken into account in practical system.

B. Cooperative Regenerating Codes for Multiple Failure

Due to the salient feature of minimizing repair traffic for
single failure, it is natural to apply RGC step by step to repair
multiple failure. However, although the traffic is optimal for
each step, the cumulative traffic is not optimal. To improve
this strategy, a MFR [15] mechanism is proposed on the
minimal storage point. Thet replacement nodes are denoted
as sequencey1, . . . , yt and thenyi can download data from
any available nodes, including active original nodes and other

repaired newcomers, e.g.,yj , j < i. Suppose there aredi
helpers for repairingyi, the lower bound of the total repair
traffic is

t∑

i=1

Bdi
k(di − k + 1)

(5)

In the practical code construction, we split the original file
into mk packets, wherem is the Least Common Multiple
(LCM), namely m = LCM(d − k + 1, . . . , d − k + t).
Whereas, MFR inefficiently uses the help of newcomers since
the later repaired newcomers have no contribution to the
former ones, e.g.,yj cannot download data fromyi for j > i.
Hence, the optimal way is to sufficiently exchange information
between these newcomers, which is just the achievement of
the cooperative regenerating codes [16] [17] [18] [19]. In the
first phase, each newcomer connects tod active helpers and
downloadsβ1 unit data from each helper. In the second phase,
each newcomer exchangesβ2 unit with othert−1 newcomers.

The cut analysis of information flow graph for cooperative
repair drives the following lemma:

Lemma 2. (Mincuts of Information Flow Graphs in Coop-
erative Multiple Repair Model [18]): Consider the informa-
tion flow graphG(n, k, d, α, β, t) formed byn initial nodes
connecting to a virtual source (VS) and obtainα units data.
The additional nodes join the graph in group oft nodes by
connecting tod existing nodes, obtainingβ1 units from each
existing node andβ2 units from othert − 1 joining nodes
and storingα units data per node. A data collector (DC) can
connect to arbitraryk-node subset ofG to reconstruct the
original file, which must satisfy:

mincut(V S,DC) ≥

min
u∈P

(

g−1∑

i=0

uimin(α, (d −
i−1∑

j=0

uj)β1 + (t− ui)β2) (6)

whereu = [ui]1×g,
∑g−1

i=0 ui = k, 1 ≤ ui ≤ t, ⌈k
t
⌉ ≤ g ≤ k,

andP is set of all possibleu. Set
∑

−1
j=0 uj = 0.

In [17] [19], the capability of the flow graph is simplified
into

C(G∗) , u0α+

g−1∑

i=0

ui((d−
i−1∑

j=0

uj)β1 + (t− ui)β2).

Then, fori = 0, . . . , g − 1, the storage-bandwidth tradeoff is

α =
B(d− k + t(i + 1))

Di

(7)



γ =
Bt(d+ t− 1)

Di

(8)

where

Di = k(d+ t(i + 1)− k)−
i(i+ 1)t2

2
(9)

The two extreme points on this tradeoff curve are respec-
tively minimal storage cooperative regenerating (MSCR) point
and minimal bandwidth cooperative regenerating (MBCR)
point. For MSCR,

(αMSCR, γMSCR) = (
B

k
,
Bt(d+ t− 1)

k(d− k + t)
) (10)

For MBCR,

(αMSCR, γMSCR) = (
B(2d+ t− 1)

k(2d+ t− k)
,
Bt(2d+ t− 1)

k(2d+ t− k)
)

(11)
In the same literature [19], Shum, K.W.et al. proposed the
functional construction of the two codes based on linear net-
work coding. The explicit product-matrix based constructions
of exact MBCR and exact MSCR are proposed in [20] and
in [22] respectively. Similarly, Chenet al. [21] introduce the
interference alignment to MSCR.

Cooperative repair can be adopted in a regular distributed
and robust network. However, due to the shortcomings would
complicate the management, the benefits of this approach may
be outweighed by its drawbacks in the real systems, like the
huge computer cluster of GFS2.

C. Concurrent Repair Mechanism

Li et al.separately realize related application in NCFS [29],
NCCloud [30] and CORE [23]. NCFS presented its bandwidth
saving for single repair under same tolerant nodes as Reed-
Solomon codes, NCCloud shifts NCFS in cloud storage and
shows functional MSR can minimize both repair bandwidth
and I/O in archive (cold) data storage. Based on the previous
work of NCFS and NCCloud, CORE supports both single
and multiple failure repair. In CORE, the authors proposed
a concurrent repair mechanism . Whent nodes fail, an engine
starts to downloadγ data fromd available nodes and then
dispatch recovered data to newcomers, the lower bound of
repair bandwidth is:

γ =

{
Btd

k(d+t−k) t < k,

B t ≥ k.
(12)

whereα = B
k

. For conventional erasure coded storage system,
once the number of failure reaches a certain threshold, a
daemon starts to collectB data, re-encodet pieces and then
dispatch them intot replacement nodes. In this way, only
the ”collect” bandwidth is treated as the actual network cost.
So the traffic from the engine to the newcomers has no
contribution toγ in this framework. Namely, if the engine
runs in one newcomer, the traffic amongt newcomers (i.e.,
the bandwidth of the second phase in cooperative repair) is
ignored.

Apart from the minimal storage point, a closer study of con-

current repair mechanism is necessary because of its practical
applications. We present a similar storage-bandwidth tradeoff
based on the cut analysis of information flow graph.

III. C ONCURRENTREGENERATINGCODES

A. A Cut-set Bound Analysis

We analyze the cut of the information flow graph and find
a lower bound of bandwidth for generating multiple nodes in
the concurrent repair as CORE. By referring the procedure of
literature [18], we have the following theory.

Theorem 1. Denote the information flow graph as
G(n, k, d, α, β, t) formed byn initial nodes connecting to a
virtual source (VS) and obtainingα units data. There aret
newcomers connecting to a virtual daemon (VD) and storingα
units data for each. The virtual daemon connect tod existing
nodes and obtainingβ units from each. Any data connector
(DC) can connect to anyk-subset of nodes of G must satisfy

mincut(V S,DC) ≥ min
u∈P

(

g−1∑

i=0

min(uiα, (d−
i−1∑

j=0

uj)β) (13)

with P = {u = [ui]1×g|
∑g−1

i=0 ui = k, 1 ≤ ui ≤ t}.

Proof: In the graph illustrated in figure 1, there are
initially n nodes labeled from1 to n connecting to virtual
source VS with each edge capacity ofα. At time stage
i, a virtual daemon labeled asV Di is used to generatet
newcomers labeled asxi

1, . . . , x
i
t, each of which connects to

V Di with edge capacity ofα. We call these nodes the children
of V Di.

To recover the whole file, a data collector labeled asDC
collects data from anyk-node subset of the whole active nodes,
denoted asU . Suppose DC selectsui children of V Di (the
corresponding set isUi) and there areg group of children to
constructU . Let I = {0, . . . , g − 1} denote the set of group
labels. Then, a recovery scenario is defined as a sequenceu =
[ui], i ∈ I, 1 ≤ |Ui| = ui ≤ t and

∑g

i=1 ui = k, ⌈k
t
⌉ ≤ g ≤

k, U =
⋃g

i=1 Ui. Also, let P be the set of all the recovery
scenarios.

For each regenerating process, the daemon nodeV Di

connects tod helpers. One part of the helpers is composed
of

∑i−1
j=0 vj newcomers, wherevj is the number of selected

children of V Dj , j = {0, . . . i− 1}, and the other part is
composed ofd−

∑i−1
j=0 vj (> 0) initial nodes. Thus, sequence

v0, . . . , vg−1 constructs a regenerating scenariov = [vi], i ∈
I, 1 ≤ vi ≤ t. Let Vi be the corresponding set ofvi helpers,
thenV =

⋃
Vi. Also, letQ be the set of such scenarios. Since

the number of generating stage is unlimited while recovery
scenario is constrained byg groups, only considering the same
number of groups for regenerating scenarios can be enough
analyzing the min-cut. In other words, we have

∀u ∈ P, ∃v ∈ Q → u = v. (14)

Note that in both scenarios we havej < i, for nodes of the
i-th stage cannot depend on nodes considered atj-th stage
with j > i.
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Moreover, we denote the intersection of helper set and
generating set on thei-th stage asLi = Ui

⋂
Vi with size

of ℓi = |Li|.
For a regenerating scenariov ∈ Q and a recovery scenario

u ∈ P , we consider the min-cuts (A, Ā) with V S ∈ A and
U ⊂ Ā.

Let C denote the edges in the cut. Firstly, consider theC
on thei-th stage, denoted asCi. If V Di ∈ A, then the edges
V Di → xi

j ∈ Ci, wherej ∈ Ui, each with capacity ofα.
If V Di ∈ Ā, there are two cases to be considered.

(i) As illustrated in figure 2(a), if∀j < i, V Dj ∈ Ā, then
thed−

∑i−1
j=0 vj edges from initial node are inCi, each

with capacity ofβ.
(ii) In figure 2(b), if ∃S ⊂ {0, . . . , i− 1},V Dj:j∈S ∈ A,

both the d −
∑i−1

j=0 vj edges from initial node and∑
j∈S(vj − ℓj) edges from

⋃
j∈S(Vj/Lj) are inC, each

with capacity ofβ, since there are edges from children
of V Ds ∈ S to V Di.

Therefore, the minimal value ofCi is

min Ci = min(uiα, ci) (15)

where

ci =





(d−
i−1∑

j=0

vi)β, case (i) (16)

(d−
i−1∑

j=0

vi +
⋃

j∈S

(vj − ℓj))β, case (ii) (17)

Since∀j ≥ 0, ℓj ≤ vj and whenVj ⊂ Uj the cut of case (ii)
reach the same minimal value as case (ii), thenvi ≤ ui on the
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TABLE III: partitions of integer k=7 when t=3

g u number of cases
7 [1,1,1,1,1,1,1] 1
6 [2,1,1,1,1,1] 6
5 [3,1,1,1,1];[2,2,1,1,1] 15
4 [2,2,2,1];[3,2,1,1] 16
3 [2,2,3];[3,3,1] 6

i-th stage. Refer to (14), we need to maximizevi to minimize

ci for all the regenerating scenarios under a recovery scenario.
Thus if ui = vi or Uj = Vj , (15) can be rewritten as

min Ci = min(uiα, (d−
i−1∑

j=0

ui)β)). (18)

Finally, we have min-cut ofC under certain recovery scenario

min C =

g−1∑

i=0

min Ci =

g−1∑

i=0

min(uiα, (d−
i−1∑

j=0

ui)β)) (19)

If ∀u ∈ P , the minimal value of (19) is just the min-cut of
(VS, DC). Hence the claim follows.

B. The Storage-bandwidth Tradeoff

Next, we need to find the similar tradeoff between storage
and bandwidth. With the same assumption as [9], an valid
generation must satisfy

Ĉ , min
u∈P

g−1∑

i=0

min(uiα, (d−
i−1∑

j=0

uj)β) ≥ B. (20)

whereĈ denotes thecapacityof G(n, k, d, α, β, t).
Note that single node repair is a special situation of (20)

when t = 1, for there is only one recovery scenario,u =
[1]1×k . Hereinafter, we assumet > 1 if there is no special
specification. Firstly, it is easy to compute (19) under a certain
u while hard to find the minimal one under all theu. Since
the total number of recovery scenarios grows exponentiallyas
t growing, which is , in fact, an integer composition problem
that satisfies

∑g−1
i=0 ui = k and subjects to1 ≤ ui ≤ t.

As a example in table III, we enumerate all the possible
compositions ofu when k = 7 and t = 3. To be simple,
the second column of table only illustrates all the partitions
(composition is an order matter of partition) ofu and the
third column list the number of corresponding compositions.
Therefore, it is unpractical to check every compositions. Then
we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2. the capacity ofG(n, k, d, α, β, t) is minimal if
and only if the composition ofk is

u =

{
[t, . . . , t]1×g t | k,

[k − ⌊k
t
⌋t, t, . . . , t]1×g t ∤ k.

(21)

Proof: Consider the functionf(i) = (d −
∑i−1

j=0 uj)β
and g(i) = uiα, 0 ≤ i ≤ g − 1. Define setY =
{ui|g(i) ≥ f(i), i ∈ I} and Ȳ = {ui|g(i) < f(i), i ∈ I}.
Supposet | k, whenu take the value of (21), we can obtain
the lower bound off(i)

inf f(i) = (d− it)β

whenu = [1]1×k, the upper bound is

sup f(i) = (d− i)β.

As illustrated in figure 3(a), for all the other kinds ofu, f(i)
locates between the two bound. Here we use a stair function to



describef(i) since the area closed byi-axis, vertical axis,f(i)
andi = g−1 equals toĈ whenȲ = ∅. Note thatinf f(i) make
the area minimal. On the other respect, functiong(i) = uiα
with u = [t, t, . . . ] andu = [1, 1, . . . ] is depicted in figure
3(b). WhenY = ∅, the similar closed area reflects the value
of Ĉ. Note that the area closed purely by arbitraryg(i) equals
to kα.

We assume thatβ is fixed andα is variable and merge
the two function into the same coordinate system. ThenĈ
equals to the intersection area closed byi-axis, vertical axis,
min(g(i), f(i)) and i = g − 1 for all the situations ofY .
Becauseinf f(i) make the minimal area, thus we only scale
g(i) with the sameu as inf f(i) to find minimalĈ among all
u ∈ P .

Supposet ∤ k andk − ⌊k
t
⌋t = r. From the analysis of first

part, we know the minimal area is achieved ifg is maximal.
Thus, we only consider the permutation ofu = [r, t, . . . , t]1×g.
For dβ ≥ tα and rα is the smallest area that contribute to
min(g(i), f(i)), there is only one possibility for minimizing
bandwidth if there existY = {ui|tα ≥ g(i)}. Thus, let
min C0 = min(rα, dβ) = rα, Ĉ can be minimized as the
change ofα. In this way, inf f(i) = (d′ − it)β = (d − r −
it)β, i = 1, . . . , g − 1.

The following examples present the minimal capacity:

Example 1. Consider

n = 14, k = 6, d = 10, t = 3,

C∗ = min(3α, dβ) + min(3α, (d− t)β)

C∗ =





6α, α ∈ (0, 73β]

3α+ 7β, α ∈ (73β,
10
3 β]

17β α ∈ (103 β,+∞)

Example 2. Consider

n = 14, k = 7, d = 10, t = 3,

C∗ = min(α, dβ)+min(3α, (d−1)β)+min(3α, (d−t−1)β)

C∗ =





7α, α ∈ (0, 6
3β]

4α+ 6β, α ∈ (63β,
9
3β]

α+ 15β, α ∈ (93β, 10β]

21β, α ∈ (10β,+∞)

To simplify notation, introducebi = inf f(i), we have the
general form:

C∗ =





kα α ∈ [0,
bg−1

t
]

(k − t)α+ bg−1 α ∈ (
bg−1

t
,
bg−2

t
]

...
...

(k − (g − 1)t)α+
∑g−1

j=1 bj α ∈ ( b1
t
, b0
k−(g−1)t ]

b0 + b1 + · · ·+ bg−1 α ∈ ( b0
k−(g−1)t ,+∞)

(22)
Suppose the minimalα∗ such thatC∗ = B andB ≤ b0+ b1+

· · ·+ bg−1, then

α∗ =





B
k

B ∈ [0,
kbg−1

t
]

B−bg−1

k−t
B ∈ (

kbg−1

t
,
(k−t)bg−2

t
+ bg−1]

...
...

B−
∑g−1

j=1
bj

k−(g−1)t B ∈ ( (k−(g−1)t)b1
t

+
∑g−1

j=1 bj ,
∑g−1

j=0 bj ]
(23)

Let β = γ
d
, for i = 1, . . . , g − 1,

g−1∑

j=g−i

bj =

g−1∑

j=g−i

(d− jt)β

= [i−
(2g − i− 1)it

2
]
γ

d

=
[2d− (2g − i− 1)t]i

2d
γ

= p(i)γ

(24)

and

(k − it)bg−i

t
+

g−1∑

j=g−i

bj =
(k − it)(d− (g − i)t)

t
β + p(i)γ

=
2k[d− (g − i)t]− i(i− 1)t2

2td
γ

= q(i)γ
(25)

Thus we have the following storage-bandwidth tradeoff:

α∗ =

{
B
k

γ ∈ [ B
q(i) ,+∞),

B−p(i)γ
k−it

γ ∈ [ B
q(i+1) ,

B
q(i) ).

(26)

where

p(i) =
[2d− (2g − i− 1)t]i

2d
, (27)

q(i) =
2k[d− (g − i)t]− i(i− 1)t2

2td
. (28)

C. The Two Extreme Points

If t | k, thenk = gt while if t ∤ k, let k = (g − 1)t + r
where0 < r < t. Then,

q(i)

{
k(d−k+t)

td
t | k, i = 1

k(d′
−k+r+t)
td

t ∤ k, i = 2
(29)

We can obtain the minimal storage point:

(αMS , γMS) = (
B

k
,

Btd

k(d− k + t)
) (30)

when i=g-1,

q(i+ 1) = q(g) =

{
k(2d−k+t)

2td t | k,

k(2d′
−k+2r−t)
2td t ∤ k

(31)

We can obtain the minimal bandwidth point:

(αMB , γMB) = (
2Bd

k(2d− k + t)
,

2Btd

k(2d− k + t)
) (32)
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Fig. 4: Example of concurrent repair of [B=9,n=6,k=3,d=4,t=2] code overF7, the single repair example appears in literature
[31].

D. Discussion and Simple Code Construction

As can be seen from above expression (9) and (28), ifk =
gt we have

q(i) =
Di−1

td
, (33)

implying that the bandwidth of concurrent repair mechanism
have the same bound as that of the first phase of cooperative
regenerating code, namely,tβ1 = β.

Although the total bandwidth of cooperative repair is min-
imized by bothβ1 and β2, it is impossible to maintain the
tradeoff of cooperative RGC by further reducingβ1 and
increasingβ2. Exactly, concurrent repair provides a shared
scheme that can be used in non-fully distributed system.

The above mentioned constructions of MSR and MBR can
be easily extended for this kind of multiple repair.

As an example of concurrent MSR depicted in figure (4),
we can extend interference alignment into multiple failuresce-
nario, especially for exactly repair wheren, k, d+ t ≥ 2k− 1.
Take [B=9,n=6,k=3,d=4,t=2] as an example, we can see the
repair engine downloads Bt

k(d−k+t) = 2 packets fromd = 4
nodes and recover the systematic node 1 and 2. That is, by
eliminatingu7 andu8 under the help of node 3, we can obtain
the nonsingular coefficient matrix of the 6 variates,

A =




3 4 6 2 0 0

0 5 0 3 4 6

1 3 4 5 0 0

0 4 0 1 3 4

2 1 3 4 0 0

0 1 0 2 1 3




.

Then we can recover the 6 variates by using its inverse matrix.
For more detail, please refer to [31]. The example verifies the

result of literature [21] wheren = d + t = 2k, k ≥ 3, t = 2.
The deterministic codes can be found in [22]. By settingd+ t
as a constantn, [18] propose an adaptive regenerating codes.
As t changing, the number of helpern − t is dynamically
adjusted to adapt to the current state of the system.

For minimal bandwidth point, [18] figures out that fixed
t and d are meaningful for constructing the related codes.
Literature [20] shows such explicit codes forn ≥ d + t, d ≥
k, t ≥ 1. Comparing with single repair model, the multiple
mechanism requires smallerα result in lower storage cost
at the minimal bandwidth point [20]. For example, ifn =
19, k = 10, t = 6, d = 13, thenα = 2dB

k(2d−k+t) = 0.118B,

while if n = 19, k = 10, t = 1, d = 18 thenα = 2dB
k(2d−k+1) =

0.133B. It can save12.7% storage space. Similarly, the laze
repair mechanism of Total Recall [32] can be introduced into
minimal bandwidth repair as long as we set the threshold equal
to propert [18]. The repetitious details need not be elaborated
here.

E. Scalable-MDS Property

Yuchong Huet al. [16] have proposed the concept of (n,k)
strong-MDS codes. In detail, a file is divided intok(n − k)
packets and encoded inton(n − k) packets. Anyk(n − k)
packets out of then(n−k) packets can reconstruct the original
file. Namely, lethi denote the number of packets download
from node i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For 0 ≤ hi ≤ n − k, we can
reconstruct the original file if

∑n

i=1 hi = k(n− k).
Reconsider our generating model we can find that the whole

bandwidth to generatet = k nodes is justB and the data
are downloaded fromd(≥ k) nodes with each ofβ = B

d
.

Since theset = k generated nodes keep the MDS properties,
implying that we can reconstruct the original file by getting



Fig. 5: Upgrade (5,3,2)-RAID6 to (6,3,3)-RS codes by using
the idea of regenerating codes

Exact repair

Hybrid repair

Functional repair

Functional codes

Extension

Content deployment

ICN cache

P2P storage

Fig. 6: Expansion of function regenerating codes for scalable
application

data not only fromk nodes but a flexibled nodes. In this
way, we call it the scalable MDS properties, which verifies
strong-MDS properties [16].

IV. EXPANSION OF REGENERATING MECHANISM

In this section, a new application of regenerating codes is
exploited. Since the(n, k)-MDS property of erasure codes
can provide

(
n
k

)
choices for obtaining intact information in a

distributed environment and dynamicn can adjust the number
of choices according to the popularity of certain information,
a flexible system is taken into consideration in next generation
networks which pay more attention to information itself, such
as content delivery network (CDN) and information centric
network (ICN). Hence, regenerating codes can play another
role in practical usage besides for archive or cold data storage.
For instance depicted in figure 5, we add one parity node to
transform RAID6 to RS by using the idea of regenerating
codes, which can perform the same bandwidth saving feature
as repair. This kind of upgrade adopts functional codes to
guarantee the MDS property. In figure 6, we display the
expansion. Based on the former analysis that the amount of
data stored of minimal bandwidth point relates ton, we only
consider the minimal storage point for practice.

A. Upgrade (n,k) to (n+1,k)

To add a new storage node to(n, k) is to functionally repair
for (n+1, k) erasure codes, where the new node is treated as
a virtual node of(n+ 1, k) codes.

As illustrated in figure 7, we represent the detail for the
both repair and extension for(n = 5, k = 3)-MDS codes by
using IA. Because the helper numberd is variable,dt = 4 for
repair andds = 5 for extension, we further divide each piece
into L segments by referring (2), whereL = LCM(k(dt −
k + 1), k(ds − k + 1)) = LCM(6, 9) = 18. Let B = 18,
then α = 6, βt = 3, βs = 2. Denotea = [a1, . . . , a6]

t,
b = [b1, . . . , b6]

t, c = [c1, . . . , c6]
t, where [∗]t indicates

a transpose.Ai, Bi and Ci are the correspondingα × α
generator submatrices (i=1,2,3). In the repair side, each helper
providesβt = 3 linear combinations of theα = 6 segments
by multiplying α× βt repair project vectorspj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
i.e., atp1. In the extension side, each helper providesβs = 2
linear combinations of theα = 6 segments by multiplying
α× βd extension project vectorsqj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, i.e.,atq1.

++

++

++++

Fig. 7: The example for both repair and extension using
regenerating code

B. (n,k) to (n+s,k)

So far we have demonstrated that we can download minimal
data to construct one new node. Now we focus on whether is
available to download more data fromd helpers to construct
more nodes that have the same MDS property. We unify both
repair and scalability in one model. Firstly, we prove the
capability achievement of multiple node scenario.

1) the capability achievement of multiple node repair or
upgrade : Suppose the original fileM can be denoted as a
B × L matrix with each entry defined in finite fieldF. That
is, file M consists ofB strips, each with sizeL. For the
seek of distributed storage, we divideB into k pieces, each
with α strips, and then encodek pieces inton pieces, each
with the same number of strips. In practice, we adaptL to
make strip as the minimal operation unit. Additionally, we
denoteG = {G1, . . . , Gn} as the set of coding matrix in the
same finite field, one elementGi of which is aB × α matrix
and specified byα column vectors

{
gi
j , j = 1, . . . , α

}
with

dimensionB. It is used to obtain one coded piece byMTGi.
To keep MDS property, namely, to reconstruct the original file
M from anyk out of n nodes, sayx1, . . . , xk, the span of the
kα vectors inΦ = {Gx1

, . . . , Gxk
} should be full rank, which

is
rank([Gx1

, . . . , Gxk
]) = k ∗ α. (34)

Suppose a daemon connects tod ≥ k helpers, downloads
β linear combinations ofα strips in each one and re-encode



α strips for each ofr newcomers from the whole downloaded
dβ strips. LetGnew = {Gnew

1 , . . . , Gnew
r } as the set of new

coding matrices, the whole process can be denoted as the
following linear transformation,




Gnew
1

...

Gnew
r


 = [Gx1

Px1
, . . . , Gxd

Pxd
]




Z(1)

...

Z(r)


 (35)

wherePxw
is the project matrix of sizeα × β on thew-th

node out ofd nodes andZ(ℓ) is the linear transform matrix
of size dβ × α for the ℓ-th newcomer. To guarantee MDS
property is equivalent to makek out ofn (if repair) orn+s (if
upgrade) encoding matrix satisfy (34). Thus, a new spanΦnew

containingkα linear independent vectors arbitrarily selected
from Gnew and Gold = {G1, . . . , GT } is constructed, where
T = n− t for repair orT = n for upgrade. Then we have the
following theorem:

Theorem 3. Given a scalable MDS code(n, k, d), the minimal
data downloaded fromd helpers to generatingr newcomers
is β ≥ rB

d−k+r
, whateverr newcomers are replacement nodes

for repair or added nodes for upgrade.

Proof: The problem exactly is to find the minimal
dβ that makes the matrix[Φnew] = [Gold

1,k−q,G
new
1,q ] =

[Gy1
, . . . , Gyk−q

, Gnew
x1

, . . . , Gnew
xq

] be full rank, where0 ≤
q ≤ r.

In the beginning, we only take repair scenario into
consideration. Without loss of generalization, we let
y1 = x1, . . . , yk−q = xk−q , then the vector format of[Φnew] is
[gx1

1 , . . . ,gx1
α ; . . . ;g

xk−q

1 , . . . ,g
xk−q
α ;g

xnew
1

1 , . . . ,g
xnew
1

α ; . . . ;

g
xnew
q

1 , . . . ,g
xnew
q

α ]. We denotepxw

i,j as thei-th row andj-th
column element ofPxw

and zℓi,j as the i-th row and j-th
column element ofZ(ℓ), then,

Gxw
Pxw

=
[∑α

i=1 p
xw

i1 gxw

i . . .
∑α

i=1 p
xw

iβ gxw

i

]
. (36)

and theh-th vector ofGnew
ℓ is

g
xnew
ℓ

h =

d∑

w=1

β∑

j=1

α∑

i=1

zℓj+(w−1)β,hp
xw

i,j g
xw

i

=

d∑

w=1

α∑

i=1

f ℓ
i,w,hg

xw

i

(37)

where f ℓ
i,w,h =

∑β
j=1 z

ℓ
j+(w−1)β,hp

xw

i,j , 1 ≤ w ≤ d, 1 ≤
ℓ ≤ m and h ∈ {1, . . . , α}. By using elementary column
operations on the matrix[Gold

1,k−q,G
new
1,q ], we initially update

g
xnew
ℓ

h by

ḡ
xnew
ℓ

h =

k∑

w=k−q+1

α∑

i=1

f
′ℓ
i,w,hg

xw

i . (38)

Due to the symmetrical effect of MDS property, we treat
the vectors inΦ as the base vectors and other vectors of
G /∈ Φ are the linear combinations of the base vectors. Then

eachgxw

i
in [Gxk+1

, . . . , Gxd
] can be denoted as the linear

combination ofkα base vectors,̄gxnew
ℓ

h can also be treated as
the new linear combination of therα different base vector
from [Gxk−q+1

, . . . , Gxk
]. If we guarantee each element in

[g
xnew
1

1 , . . . ,g
xnew
1

α ; . . . ;g
xnew
q

1 , . . . ,g
xnew
q

α ] contains one non-
eliminated base vector by using elementary column operations,
the matrix would be full rank. In such way, each of the left
β(d − k + q) strips derived from[Gxk−q+1

, . . . , Gxd
], if it is

useful, at least contributes one mutually different base vector,
which impliesqα ≤ β(d − k + q).

For α = B/k, we haveβ ≥ qB
k(d−k+q) . To make it suitable

to all the1 ≤ q ≤ r, we have

β ≥
rB

k(d− k + r)
. (39)

Then, we prove it for upgrade scenario. We need to prove
that the coding matrix of the non-helpers keep the same MDS
property with the coding matrix of the newcomers. Based on
the same assumption that the code vector of each matrix of
the non-helpers is the linear combination of the base vectors,
it obviously satisfies the full rank requirement if we adopt the
checking step. Hence the claim follows.

It is consistent with the result of the concurrent minimal
storage point. Moreover, we have to determine the value of
coefficients of each base vector result from differentPxw

and Z(ℓ) to ensure such linear independence. Because the
above description is based on the assumption thatβ and α
is positive integer, we should select properβ for application.
In cooperative minimal storage regenerating process each
newcomer at least need one strip from each helper, which
implys the minimal value ofβ is r (β = rβ1). Then we have
α = d− k+ r andB = k(d− k+ r) to construct such codes.
In fact, it is the same way as the scalar codes proposed in
[33]. For vector codes (e.g.,β = 2r), the strip may not be the
minimal operational unit and the size of the matrixPxw

and
Z(ℓ) will be expanded.

Secondly, we show the scalable repair and upgrade for
multiple nodes.

2) scalable repair and upgrade for multiple nodes:Review
the adaptive codes for repairing whend + t = n. Then a
file is divided intoM = k(n − k) packets and encoded into
n(n − k) packetsx1,1, . . . , x1,n−k, . . . , xn,1, . . . , xn,n−k by
multiplying k(n − k) × n(n − k) matrix. Each one of the
n nodes storesα = n − k packets. When there aret node
failures, we downloadt linear combinations ofn− k packets
from each ofd helpers.

Similarly, we can apply the codes to extension by setd+s =
n, treats newcomers ass failures waiting for repair. In this
way, there would ben − s healthy nodes not to the helpers,
while we need to guarantee them and the newcomers maintain
the MDS properties.

Theorem 4. Given a distributed storage system with (n,k)-
MDS codes based on MSR scheme, whereB = k(d − k +
1),α = B/k = d − k + 1. If d is fixed and there existd



available helpers, we at least need to download

γ(r) =
Br(d − r + 1)

k(d− k + 1)
= r(d − r + 1) (40)

data from all thed helpers to generater nodes simultaneous.
We use ad-dimension vectorh to indicate the downloaded
capacities from the helpers andhi denotes the downloaded
capacities fromi-th helper, which subjects to

∑d
i=1 hi = r(d−

r + 1), 1 ≤ hi ≤ r.

Proof: It is easy to prove the special case whenh1 =
h2 = · · · = r, in which we letd− k+ 1 = d′ − k + r, where
d′ is the number of helpers depicted in equation (30) andr is
treated as the number of newcomers, then we have

Brd′

k(d′ − k + r)
=

Br(d − r + 1)

k(d− k + 1)
= r(d − r + 1) (41)

For general case, we only prove that the combinations are
identical to that of the special case. As can be seen from the
proof of theorem 3, all the combinations are based on the same
base vectors and the matrix can be full as long as there are
enough linear independent combinations. Then we can replace
a combination of one helper with that of the other helper. It
means that we can transfer any general case to special case,
then the claim follows.

Example 3. Suppose n=7, k=4, d= 5, r = 2, s=1, the file size
is B = (d − k + r)k = 12 packets. To repair two node, we
need to download Br

k(d−k+r) = 2 from each of the 5 helpers,
totally 10 packets. To upgrade from (7,4) to (8,4), we can set
ds = 6 and then need dsB

k(ds−k+1) = 6 packets from 6 helpers.

To upgrade to (9,4), we can need2(ds−2+1)B
k(ds−k+1) = 10 packets

from 6 helpers, whereh = [2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1]. If we setds = 7,
h = [2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1]

Thus, we give the basic steps of the whole procedure for
scalable storage. We setd = dr = n− t

(1) File distribution

1) For proper(n, k, d, t), the original file is divided into
k(d− k + t) packets and then encoded inton(d − k +
t) packets〈x1,1, . . . , x1,d−k+t; . . . ;xn,1, . . . , xn,d−k+t〉
with xi,j = MTg

j
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ d+ t− k. Each

nodeXi storesd− k + t packets〈xi,1, . . . , xi,d−k+t〉.

(2) Date repairing

1) Choose a set oft nodesY1, . . . , Yt from idle nodes as
replacement nodes and a set ofd nodesX ′

1, . . . , X
′

d from
the surviving nodes as helpers.

2) Each helper X ′

i transmits t encoded packets
〈χi,1 . . . χi,t〉 = [xi,1, . . . , xi,d−k+t] ∗ Pi to the
daemon, wherePi is a (d−k+ t)× t coefficient matrix.

3) The daemon encode the accepted packet
〈χ1,1 . . . χ1,t; . . . ;χd,1 . . . χd,t〉 into linear independent
packets 〈y1,1, . . . , y1,d−k+t; . . . ; yt,1, . . . , yt,d−k+t〉
by separately multiplying different linear transform
matricesZ1, . . . , Zt of sizedt× (d− k + t) .

4) The daemon distributes the encoded packet

〈yi,1, . . . , yi,d−k+t〉 to nodeYi for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
(3) Storage upgrade from (n,k) to (n+s,k)

1) Choose a set ofs nodesS1, . . . , Ss from idle nodes as
upgrade nodes and a set ofds nodesX ′

1, . . . , X
′

ds
from

the surviving nodes as helpers.
2) Each helper X ′

i transmits hi encoded packets
〈ςi,1 . . . ςi,hi

〉 = [xi,1, . . . , xi,d−k+t] ∗ Ri to the
daemon, whereRi is a (d − k + t) × hi coefficient
matrix andhi is subject to

∑ds

i=1 hi = s(d− s+1) and
⌊ s(d−s+1)

ds
⌋ ≤ hi ≤ s.

3) The deamon encodes the accepted pakects〈
ς1,1 . . . ς1,h1

; . . . ; ςds,1 . . . ςds,hds

〉
into linear indepen-

dent packets〈s1,1, . . . , s1,d−k+t; . . . ; st,1, . . . , st,d−k+t〉
by separately multiplying different linear transform
matrix Z1, . . . , Zs of sizes(d− s+ 1)× (d− k + t).

4) The daemon distributes〈si,1, . . . , si,d−k+t〉 to Si for
1 ≤ i ≤ s.

We have the following properties:

1 Strong-MDS: The data collector can reconstruct the
original data by downloading minimal

∑k∗

i=1 vi = B
data from anyk∗ out of n nodes, wherek ≤ k∗ ≤ n
and1 ≤ vi ≤ k.

2 Multiple repair : It can concurrently repairt failures by
downloading minimal Btdr

k(dr−k+t) from dr helpers with
Bt

k(dr−k+t) for each, wherek ≤ dr ≤ n− t and1 ≤ t ≤
k.

3 Scalable upgrade: It can upgrade(n, k) codes to
(n + s, k) codes by treating added nodes as failure
ones so that implement the multiple repair procedure or
downloading minimal

∑ds

i=1 hi =
Bs(ds−s+1)
k(ds−k+1) from ds

helpers, wherehi denotes the contribution ofi-th helper,
0 < hi ≤ s, k ≤ ds ≤ n and1 ≤ s ≤ k.

Observe the later two properties, we can fix the number of
strips in each piece, namelydr + t = ds + 1 are preferred
in practice. Thus, the DSS can be more flexible to adjust the
amount of storage result from the popularity of data.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we review the concurrent regenerating codes
for multiple-node repair and give close-form expressions for
the storage-bandwidth bound by using cut-set bound analysis.
Referring the cooperative regenerating codes, the codes can
simplify the design process of storage systems, which is
practical in non-purely distributed storage environment.We
show that the existing constructions of single-repair MSR
with IA can be easily reformed to concurrent MSR. When
the number of multiple nodes needed to concurrently repair
is k, we build a connection between strong-MDS property
with the codes. Besides repair, we expand the application
of functional codes for extension to provide scalability for
erasure coded distributed storage systems. Apart from simply
reforming repairable codes to scalable codes, we propose both
coupled and decoupled design for the extension, which can be
flexibly used in the distributed network.
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